
Product data sheet

Art. no.: 355.69

OX-ON Fall protection kit w/ SRL Basic L/XL

Features:
• Affordable
• Edge-tested fall protection block
• Lightweight harness
• Delivered complete in bag.

Colours:
black

Product Description:

OX-ON Fall protection kit w/ SRL Basic L/XL is a complete and cost-effective set for
those who need to work at a height. You get a solid and comfortable body harness, a
durable safety block, an OX-ON webbing sling, a strong anchoring sling, a steel screw
carabiner and an attractive OX-ON bag for the entire set. The body harness is also
tested for 150 kg.

The OX-ON fall-stop waist set is carefully balanced and consists of:

[348.01] OX-ON C3 Harness Basic L/XL, which provides you with a cost-effective
standard lightweight body harness that is easy to use and stays comfortable even with
long-term use. The body harness is equipped with classic buckles and good
adjustment options at the chest and thighs. You use the strong D-ring on the back as
well as the two loops on the chest for anchoring.

[380.10] 10 m Fall protection block with screw carabiner and 4 mm galvanized steel
wire with hook. With it you get an edge-tested automatic braking system, which can be
used both horizontally and vertically. The certified load is: Vertical 120 kg. Horizontal
120 kg.

Sizes:

STR. ART. NO. EAN

10 m 355.69 5701952355693

Minimum sales and packaging:

MINIMUM ORDER KLL. PLL.

1 stk 1 stk 10 stk

EN standards

Certificates

Features
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Product Description:

[348.54] OX-ON Webbing Sling Comfort 1.2 m. You must use this sling for anchoring
your fall protection. It is both easy and quick to set up, and because it does not take up
much space, it is also easy to carry. It is made of extremely strong webbing polyester
strap with a width of 26 mm, and has a tensile strength of >30kN.

[348.52] OX-ON Steel Sling Comfort 1 M is made of 8.0 mm galvanized steel with a
protective plastic cover.
The steel sling is used as a connection device between the harness and the block for
horizontal use or, alternatively, as an anchoring sling. The sling is 1 meter long and
has a tensile strength >35 kN.

[348.56] OX-ON Carabine Comfort is a steel screw carabiner that you can use as a
connector, among other things. 110 X 58 mm with 18 mm opening. Tensile strength 25
kN.

[348.89] An attractive black storage bag with the OX-ON logo for your entire set.
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